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Only a brave heart is capable of facing the greatest miseries within themselves. And as much as
most of them are unknown, only a heart that truly loves is capable of traversing, beyond itself, all
difficulties.

Even while within difficulties and going through purifications, only a heart that constantly gives of
itself will make possible the transformation of its small consciousness, even if it believes that in
recent times it has not managed to take even one step.

But, what is it that moves this kind of heart, so capable, to go forward?

Beyond their imperfections, what moves decided hearts is that they never give up nor desist from
the Christic path, because the Christic path is for brave hearts, those which go beyond their own
fears or impossibilities.

There is something that supports decided hearts, and that is love; love for life, love for nature, love
for all Creation and for Christ.

These hearts are allowed to move through difficult obstacles because, beyond their miseries, they
know that their only and deserved goal is the Lord, contact with the depths of their being and of
their consciousness.

But this aspiration of brave hearts is not personal, rather it is felt for all of humanity, for those who
in this period are prisoners of themselves and do not know how to walk freely, without chains or
ties.

Brave hearts will always take that step for others, so that their brothers and sisters may also manage
to do so.

These hearts I call "victorious hearts" because upon them is the concretization of the Plan.

I thank you for keeping My Words in your heart!

Who blesses you,

Your Master and Lord, Christ Jesus


